To whom it may concern,
California Digital Library
University of California

nichigai/web service
3DB plan license agreement for consortium uses

It is specially allowed to use 3DB plan as five colleges’ consortium of UC beyond the proper license.

1. The service menu:
   nichigai / web service, 3DB plan
   (i.e. bookplus / magazineplus / whoplus)

2. The period of use:
   From January 1 2019 to the termination or the change of license agreement

3. The use range:
   It is allowed to share the annual maximum number of detail outputs, among five colleges’ consortium of UC as below:
   1) Berkeley (UCB)
   2) Santa Barbara (UCSB)
   3) Davis (UCD)
   4) San Diego (UCSD)
   5) Merced (UCM)

Sincerely,
Kosuke Morimoto, Director